
Date 08-June 2003

Hare Shagger

Venue Wood Street Village

On On Hare & Hounds
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WAS THE HARE
HYLAS OR

THERSITES?

through, Puffer and I, who had
been valiantly checking in the
wrong directions, found
ourselves alone. We caught
Tako Belle and a friend, back
-marking as they thought.
“Where did everyone go?”
They pointed straight ahead.
“Are you sure?” Well, no they
weren’t: “But we haven’t seen
them come back!” Moral: girls
on a hash chat, and ,as female
courtesy requires, look at each
other and not at the pack....

Puffer and I suspected the
trail had gone off to the right.
“Oh, yes, we saw the arrow
down a rabbit hole; but we
thought that was a joke!”

No comment! Pleasing
though that Shagger had
added this Wonderland touch
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finished, and everyone in the
pub.

Judge therefore of our
surprise to find only the hare,
a few dissident or deviant
hashers: Herr Flick, Hairy
Buns, ‘Ard-on, Glasscruncher;
and 3 beautiful girls. And
plenty of beer in the bucket.

So we drank that, and
waited. Shagger explained that
he had taken 3 hours to lay the
trail, which he made appear a
perfect masterpiece of
superfluous elaboration. Doug
the Tub appeared, but he too,
though much later, had
swerved from the paths of
virtue, and was complaining of
the distance nevertheless.
Then Glow-worm; but I shall

to his trail.... We were correct,
and followed flour into the
northern end of Wood Street
Village, to a phone box, from
which we could just hear the
horns of Elfland faintly
blowing. So we checked in
that direction, and were
rewarded by some remarkable
scenery: blindingly white
piles of limestone, poppies
worthy of Renoir, brilliant blue
thistles, acres of ox-eye
daisies... No hashers though.

We asked the way, but
asked it stupidly, and after a
good deal of jogging found
ourselves back at the same
check on the A323 where we
had lost the pack in the first
place. Oh well, we said, we’ll
be last in, with the Circle

spare you a complete
enumeration of the order of
arrival.The question you are
to answer brings you back
to my headline above. Hylas,
you will recall, was the most
handsome of the Argonauts,
while the vile Thersites will
be familiar to you all from the
play Troilus and Cressida.
Which had our Grand
Master been, in laying this
splendidly long and difficult
trail? Does he merit a laurel
wreath, or the nearest
duckpond? A place of
honour in our annals, or
perpetual obloquy?

In every issue of this letter,
at least the e-mail version,
you are encouraged to
contribute comments and to

This will be an an inadequate
account, for reasons which
will emerge gradually...

Shagger’s trail began from
the Pines Business Park - did it
occur to you that there are
numerous anagrams to
PINES?: snipe. spine, and
also.....does any epithet come
to mind? Well, it began, on a
small scale in a copse, with
quite unnecesssary but also
intriguing intricacy. This
seems to have set a pattern for
the full scale version, the
macro-trail. Doug the Tub had
the greatest perspicacity, at
least as far as the A323; I have
to start guessing thereafter,
because with inaudible calling
and bewildering approaches
to marking the check circles

involve yourselves in its
composition. Here therefore
is a fine opportunity to make
your opinions known!

Also: which US male
singer had 2 consecutive Nr
1 UK hits in the 70s with
“eyes” in the title?

Allow me to remind you of
our competition for a T-shirt
design to publicise the major
event of this decade, the
SH3 1500th: January 10th/
11th, ladies and gentlemen!

First-On will take your
elegant offerings by hand if
(like me) you lack the skill to
send images by computer,
but remember the deadline:
June 22nd!!

ON ON        FRB
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Receding Hare Line (subject to change!)Run 1470

Date 15-Jun

Hare Glasscruncher

Venue Oxshott

On On The Bear, Esher
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COMPETITION FOR SURREY HASHERS                                                                           

T-shirt design for front of a T-shirt, advertising our
1500th Celebration run
Details of date, venue – Jan 10/11 at Sayers Croft,
Ewhurst.
Maximum 2 colours  – this is NOT the celebration T-
shirt –this will be the advertisement to tell the World
about the event.
Entries to First On by e-mail: bruggen@ukonline.co.uk
OR: if the technology defeats you,by hand, in person, at
forthcoming hashes, to First On (or any official).
Closing Date 22nd June 2003

1471 22-Jun The Fat Controller Witley Station

1472 29-Jun Lord Raleigh, Cracker Anniversary Run

1473 6-July Dr. Death/Hans der
Schwantz

1474 13-July Tosser/Weybridge Ripley

1475 20-July Abba/Greenpeace

1476 27-July Stilton

1477 3-Aug Rainman/G & Tea Leatherhead

1478 10-Aug Country B/Tako Belle Birthday Run

1479 17-Aug Dormouse/Bob Wood

1480 24-Aug Supa/Dissa

(or another sequence
sort

of the last 4..!)

BRONZE MEDAL HOLDERS MAY 2003

(Alphabetical List, to be completed next week)

Allingham, Cherry          22              Fleming, Peter          18

Archer, Mark                  11              Goodenough,Steve   15

Bown, Frank                   16              Gurney, Caryl          17

Bramble, Rosemary        21               Harvey, Richard       13

Brannigan, Ann               15              Ishojer, Eva               14

Brannigan, Steve             21               Ishojer, Svend           16

Bruggen, Dave                 15              Kay Russell, Trevor  13

Bruggen, Jeanna               16              Matthews, Maurice  24

Buss, John                       18              Mills, Steve               11

Chattelle, Martin             20             Moncrieff, Ron          10

Dale, Sheila                      11              Murphy, Richard      17

Evans, Doug                    22              Peay, Chris                17

Everett, Katrin                 13              Peer, Mike                 15

Directions:

 A3 to Esher , Come off for Esher exit, At
roundabout, take 3rd exit towards Leatherhead and
Oxshott. Take first right Sandy Lane and park in
either one of the two car parks on right hand side
about 500 yds along.


